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Principles for designing the optimum hull for a
large long-range flying boat are proposed to suit the
requirements of minimum drag, seaworthiness and ability
to take off and land at all operational gross weights.
The principles include .the use of moderate gross-load
coefficients, ample forebody lengths, and ddep steps and
the close adherence Qf the fozm to that of a streamline
body of n?volution with a moderate fineness ratio. ,

The validity of the design principles is illustrated
by the results of tests in NACA tank No. 1 ati in the
NACA two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel of
the form of’the hull for a kOO,OOO-pound transport
flylng boat. These results indicate that for large air-
planes satlsfaotory hydrodynamic characteristics can be
attained without an undue penalty In flight perfomnance
oaused by the drag of the step and the ohines.

The ef;ect of size on the proportions and the take-
off perfomanoe of long-range flylng boats Is shown for
three hypothetical flying boats having gross weights of
l~o 000, 3oo,ooc), and 4804000 pounds and the same wing-
laa$ingr power loadlng, and hull loading. When these
loadlngs are held constant, the size Of the hull relative
tQ the wing and the take-off time and distance are
decreased as the gross weight IS inoreased.

The ImQl 0$ the $?lylngboat, aside from its inherent
ability to take off and land at sea, provides an Immedtate
solution for the landlng-gear problem of large long-range
airplanes.

1. .
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I~RODUCTION -““

The optimum hull for a long-range flying boat is one
that performs the functions of a fuselage, flotation gear,
and landing gear with the tinlmum of weight and drag.
The ideal-hull would be a streamline body of revolution
with its maximum radius determined by the space for useful
loa~ and its fineness ratio determined by the length from
the center of Eravity to the tail surfaces.

Practicable hulls depart from the ideal in ordor to
meet the following aiid.itionalrequirements that must be
approximately satisi’ied if the f’1.yingboat is to be a
self-sufficient and reliable unit of trans~ortation:

(1) Seaworthiness in sheltered waters and moderate
opon-sea condit~onso By seaworthiness is memt the
ability to operate successfully es a surl?&ceboat with-
out undue dawa~e or danger from wind, wave~~ @ spray.

(2) Ability to take off and land on the water at
all operational gross weights. This requirement includes
(a) water resistance low enough f“orreasonable take-off
time and distance and. (b) adequate hydrodynamic stability
and control in pitch, yaw, and roll.

The best all-round compromise among aerodynstic,
hydrodynamic, md structural requirements devised so
far is the widely used V-bottom planlng-type hull con-
sisting or a forebody Flaning surface w:th the angle of
dead rise increased at the bow to g~ve sharp water lines,
a step slightly at’tof the center of gravity, and a
pointed afterbody plardng surfuce set at an upward angle
with reference to the forebody. Such a hull ‘olendswitin
the airplane design in much the same way as a Iandplane
fuselage except that a high location of the wing and a
single vertical tail are desirable for clearance from
spray. The V-bottom permits a reasonable wei;ht of
structure. The hull trhs naturally at low water speeds
for acceptable ma~rnm (hump) resistance with the power
loadlngs normally rcqulred in flight and f’orthe .tinixum
spray from the farebody. At planing speeds It is con-
trollable in trim snd.can be pulled up for take-off.
Its stability is such that it can bo rmneuvered and
operated b~ the us.aalfll~ht controls.
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The adaptation of the type of hull described to
various seaplane designs and research on its proportions

‘-knd shk~e”hgve been the principal activities-of the
seaplane towing tanks. .The results of this work, together
with extensive full-soale experlenoe, enable the design
of a large long-range seaplane to he approached with
reasonable assurance that the design of a satisfactory
hull can be accomplished with a reasonable amount of
tank testing in addition to the usual wind-tunnel testing.

In this report, certain principles for the design
of hulls for large long-range fifing boats based on the
accumulated experience of the liACAtanks are proposed.
Their validity as applied to large airplanesis established
by the results of an Investigation of the hull of a
@~,500-pound cargo flying boat,Incorporating the
pr~nciples and tested at th= RACA laboratory at Lsn.@ey
Field, Va. Prelimina~ desi~s of tbrse F1.milm flying
boats with the sane form of hull are presented to illus-
trate the possibilities of water-b=sed airplanes in the
range of gros~ weigkts from 100,000 to ~00,000 pounds
and to indicate the effect of gross weight in this range
on the relative size of hull to wing and on take-ofl’
performance.

DSSIGN PRINCIPLES

The final form of a flylng-boat hull is obtained from
a succession of three-tiew mtline drawings of the alr-
plsna, in which proportions and sllaFeare adjusted until
all the requlreuients are met in ~ satisfactory a manner
as poss+ble. This process entails a number of’com-
promises and demands on the part of the designer, famili-
arity with all the aerodynamic, structural, and hydro-
dynam.io prlnc~ples involved, plus a sixth sense of what
looks right. The detail design of the hull cannot be
undertaken until the three views demonstrate that its ~
shape and proportions blend harmoniously with the other
components and the over-all deslgm of tP.eairplan9. -
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Proportions

Aside from the fundamental requirements of cubf.o
oapaclty and minimum drag, the wcportlons of the hull
are largely dependent on the ~na~~lum gross weight, .whioh
determines the buoyancy and size of the planing surfaces
required. A sound and not over-optitistlc estimate of
the gross weight 1s the most Important contribution to
6 silccessful.hull.d9~lgn. An overlo~ded hull will
surely have inferior seaworthiness and hydrcdynaric
characteristics that will ljmit the ~ay load carried in
everyday service or will result jn excessive maintenance
and renatr. It is well to recagnize this princtple at
the st&t by basing the hdl proportions on a weight in
excess of the first assumption l.riorder to ollow for the
Inevltebls Increases during the progress sf the detail

vhere

%0

A.

w

b

The bem mey be selected by use of the

.%=Ao r’b3

gross lomd, pounds

speclflc weight of sea water (~~ lb/cu ft)

maXnnuE beam over chines, ~eet

(1)

Value~ of CAT vary widely In practice. Varlier

flyfng boats av~raged abol.~t0.55 but there has been a
contimal trend tows.ti hi:her besm lcmdings in ~.nattempt
to red.ucsfrontzl arc.a. !resent-day Faval i.atralbmbers
average about C.Q to 1.0, which perhps L9 t~o hjgh “fnr
gene~al-~llrr9sf?cargo or y~.ssenger u:rglane~. Extensive
experience with tan:rmodelr a.ldavailable informtlon on
full-size oreratlon ~ndlcnte that best over-all res-dts
are obtained with more moderate values of CAO rang~ng

from 0.5 to O.~, de:endt.~ on the degree of conservatism
desired.
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As far as low-speed spray and general seaworthiness
aye congqrned, the Permissible values of CA are asso-

ciated with le-ngth-be& ratio’becau;~--the de%tmental
effects of a small beam can be to some extent compensated
for by Increasing the length. How far this principle can
be carried is a subject for further research and, in the
meantime, satisfactory results are more certain with the
more moderate beam loadings. The acceptance of this
principle will avoid some of the practical difficulties
encountered with heavily loaded hulls and the extensive
towing-basin tests required to make them tolerable for a .
new design.

of’thsw$- The over-all length is made up approximately
eng h of forebody plus the required distance from

the oenter of gravity to the tail surfaces. The length
of forebody Is based on the seaworthiness required for
the intended service.

It Is shown in reference 1 that the length-beam
ratios of the forebody for various flyjng boats in service -
are related by the expression

()Lf 2
CAO

=pr (2)

where Lf IS the lengtk In feet af the forebody from
bow to step and k is a coefficient ranging from @.0525
for boats with very li~ht spray to 0.0975 for boats with
exces9ive spra~. Satisfactory seaworthiness and low-speed
spray characteristics may be obtained for flying boats
with the values of CA. proposed previously and a design

value of k of 0.0675”or less.

The optimum length of the afterbody from step to
sternpost is also a subject for further research,
particularly in regard to dynamic stability and landi~
characteristics. It Is influenced primarily, however,
by the buoyancy required aft of the center of gravity
for acceptable.trlms”at”rest andthe dynamlo lift required
at the hump speed for acceptable hump trims and hump
resistance. Above the hump speed, the afterbody serves
no useful purpose with regard to stabl~ity or resistance
except as a fairlng for the forebody In flight. For
hulls with normal proportions, afterbody lengths
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from 2.3 to 2.7 beams have proved satisfactory and an
average value of 2.5 may be assumed in advance of
towing-basin tests of the speoific design.

dimen*#~; %= %X! ‘f
the hull is as importsnt a

. as far as frontal area, surface
nrea, and dreg are concerned. When the wing root is in
the hull, as Is usually the case, the depth of hull is
greater than that of the equivalent fuselage for a land-
plane in Srder to provide spray clearance i’orthe
propellers and aerodynamic s~rfaces. The incrment in
depth req~ired may be kept to a minimum by the use of
mod9rate hull loadings because tb.eheight of the ~pray
Is 9 function 0: the bcttcmcpressures. The spray
normally strikes the flaps en-dh.orizonttiltnil.hov,ever,
at speeds at which the bow is out of the water and the
length of fsrehody hao relatively little Influence on
the ~pray; hen~e this spray is a functton of be.sm
loading alone rntp.er than the length-becm ratio.

There is no partlculur advantage In the use of’very
narrow beams to reduce frontal area if tha hull must be
made corr~spondingly deeper ta nbtain spray clearances.
The optimm ratio OF beam to heitht has not.been
deterrn.lned. The best rule is to adhere to the modernte
hull loadings ~roposed and make the depth compatible
with the ~oneral deslgr~.

small=*t= -
~t is a natural tendency to use as

ap ~ o~ step as posstble in order to keep the
discontlnuflty in form end structure as well as the hump
resistance. at a mlnlmum. Tf the step is too shallcw,
however, the water resistance at high s:eeds is inardj-
nately hl@l and the hull beccm?esviolently unstable near
the take-~i’f &nd landing s~seds. The instability results
in jump take-offs and sklp~lng below flying speed, which
ere extremely hszardous and may even be catastrophic.
The choise of the depth of step therefore demands the
utmost cansider~,tlon.

The minimum depth of rtep to avrid the hydrodynamic
instkbllity may be determlr.ed experi],leritallyby tan%
tests of a dynamically slrnllarmodel of tilea~r~lane.
It !.ssh~wn in refsrence 2 that, with wing load:ngs of
from 55 to L5 noun~s per cquar; foot, depths of 5 percent
of the beam are inadequate for stable high-attitude
land~.ngs. The acceptance, at the beginning of the designs,

. . . .
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of a depth at the keel fram 8 to 12 fiercent of’the beam
-,. will-avoid most of the operational .difficul~ias associated

with hydrodynamic instabtllty at high water speeds.

Angle between forebody and afterbody keels.- The
relat~vely large angle between he keels torward and aft
of the step constitutes a conspicuous difference between
planlng boats and seaplane hulls. Its principal purpose
on the seaplane hull Is to provide olearance at high water
speeds in order that the airplane may take off and land
at high lift coefficients. If the angle between the
keels Is too low, the trim at low speeds before the hump
speed is too low and ths resistance is higher than at the
true hum~ whereas the resistance at high planing speeds
is too high because of the frictional resistance of the
wetted ai’terbody. Tf tne angle of aftev-body keel is too
high, the trlws at rest and at the hump s :ed are unduly
high. The bast compromise appears to be % or 7°.

Relative location of wing and hull.- The best fore-
and-afi locatlon 9F he win~w~’h respect to the step of
the hull is tinatwhere the ~tnble run~e of positions-of
the center of gravity for fli:ht corres~ponds as far as
possible to the staule rtir~efcr thke-of’f’sand landings.
The locnticn nf tnfihydrotiynam!c stRble range depends on
the relative positton of center of &ravlty snd step. The
determin&tian of this range is one of the main purposes
of tank test~ of u dynmlc model. or P pro~osed desi~n.
In the model tests, all the important trimming moments,
lncl.udl~ those d~e to thrust and slipstream, must be
simulated in order to predfct accurately the st~ble
positions of the center of g~avity of the full-size
alr~lane. If the hydrodynamic stable range is too far
aft with respect to th~ aerodynamic range, the hull
may be moved forward or, as is more convenient in later
stages of the design, the step alone may be moved forward,
and vice versa. ‘When the location of the step itself Is
changed, care must be taken to maintain the proper depth
of step by vertical displacement of the forebody or after-
body.

In advance of the specific model tests, the step
may be approximately located on a l~ne that extends
vertically through the estimated mean posltlon of the
center of gravity when the airplane is in the stall
attitude. In the case of a step having a plan form
other than transverse, Its effective longitudinal
position may be taken as that of the centroid or center
of gravity of the plan-form area of the step (refer-
ence 3).
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‘.~.enthe over-all proportions and the dimensions of
the plsning surfaces are decided upon, the mlnlmum drag
may be obtained If the llnes of the hull conform with
the f’ollowtng general prlnoj.p19s that are self-evident
but are sometimes overlooked in practice:

(1) The departures from a streamline body should
be kept at the minimum consistent with the desired
hydrodynamic characteristics

(Z) Although the actual cross sections rust depart
f’romthe ideal, t~.ecurve of ~gctio]~~r~as should follow
that of the streamline body as closely as Fossible

(3 ) The c~fnes should be d~s;~osedalong the prabable
flow lines tircundthe body es far as possible, particularly
at the bow

(h.) The actual shape of tlm hull at every point
should be sroath and fair In t.hroe d?-menstons ~xcept
fcr the necessary discont?nvitlea at the ch!ne~ and
Stsn

For gross-load coefficients leas thsn C.~, a stream-
lir,ebody of revolutim with a noderate f~nenesg ratio
may be read?ly adapted e9 the “oaslc form to follow for
the hull lines. Th3 $robahle flov:lin~s almut such a
body are iao~~hly ~r~~rent and will not be influenced
greatly by the ~dditior.o?’the V-bot~om plnnlng suri’nces.
The 13Zev3.tedposition of the stern, which Is de~irable
for practicable hulls, mey Le obtained with the I?!iLl!.E!Um

of #erlelty in Rreg by smoot,k.lywur~lng the SX19 of
revolution. V.’henthe hei~kt ot hull IS greatly different
from the breadth, an ellipt~cal crass section provides
the closest approximation to the ei~cular section of the
body of revolutl.on.

Tke curve of section a:eas provides ariadditional
guide for the pr~per falring oi’th3 lines. The fairlng
for a shape as com~lex as e flying-b~at hull is best
accomplished by the methods used by Iiaval 9~.chitectain
cbtaining the smoot-n.and pleas:ng cmtours of the form
cf a ship. The desired form should be sa well defined
by of’fsetsand measurements that little freedom remains
in the full-size lofting ~f the llms.

—1— I-I -m-m~ - Imw II ■
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Below the chlge8,
found by exDerlence to

9

the shape gn+stconform to th-at
have suitable htirodmmmic :.

char~ot~.tis~i.q~,blitotherwise should b~ smo~th and fair
fo~.ttieminimum of Interference to the flow of water or
air and for ease of cons.$ruct~on. An&lefl,Qf,*@ rise 7
exclusive.of ahldd”.f’ldrb,of apprpximptdl~ 2~o.to\22k#.
have .beefifound tu be.gener’a-llyacceptable. in full;size
operation fkm-fmrm~+ ~$ke’-of~s.+d l.@dt@s: . . s “ ..... ‘.:... . .

A fidamental:prinbiple in the f~lrj.rig:of;thp I ..““
forebody bottom appahehtly Is to.maintatn a cylindrical” ‘
form of the forebody planing surface.as far forward of
the step as proper falrlng of ths ltnes at the bow till
allow. A rough rule is that the buttocks should be
straight and parallel for titleast 1.5 beams forward of
the step in crder to obtain satls,factor~ upray~.resistance,
and stability characteristics. If tlw buttocks. remein “.“
straight too f’arforward; however, they will become too
convex at.the bow and ‘the.cleanness of running at taxying
speeds wI1l be impaired. Part of the Improvement.in
s“praycharacteristics that’results from lengthening the
forebody can usually be attributed to the finer water
lines and improved falring made feasible by the greater .
length. . .

A detailed.exposition of the shape below the chines “
is beyond the scope of thig report. InfO~LatlOn regafiing”:
most of the important parameters of’form may be found in
the various reports of .fundanientdlresearches in the
NAC# “tanks. (See bibliograp~y~ ) . ,-

The form below the chines’f~nally adopted should
always be investigated in the towing.tank before the
structural design of the hull” is begup .... During the tank
tests, small modifications.in shape are sometimes found
that offer the possibility oflarge impfiove~ent In.the
hydrod~amlc characteristics but, if the.design is too
far advanced, these modifications are difficult to
Incorporate in the.full-size hull. “

,.

“ TWICAL APPLICATION OF DESIGN . -

PRINCIPLES AND RESULTS

just

.!

There”is no optl.m~ fbrqqof
as there.Is no optimum form

. .

tull for all flylng boqts
of fuselage, wing section,

.. . .

. .
. . . .

. . . “.!.
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or propeller for all airplanes. The hull in every case
must’be “thilored to fit “the design by”use. of the broad
principles .outliriedand by the results of wind-tqnnel and
tarditests of the most promising preliminary form. “.
Adoption”of the more conselWative’principles at the
inception, however, wI1l result In a large reduction In
the experimental work.

r

NACA ~flodel8h-FF

NACA model 8h-@ Is one of M extensl~e series of
hulls designed ahd investigated by the NACA for the
pufiose of developing” forms that would.combine ‘low air
drag with good h~rody.emlc qualities. This lnv~stlgat,ion
is described in reference )+. ‘Thellnes and proportions .
of model ~~-FF are”shown In figure 1. They are based on
a streamline body of “revolution having the maximum
radius at 30 percent of the length end a f!.neness ratio
Of 7.22. Clearance at the bow and stern me obtained by.
warping upward the ax~s of revo~utlon forward and aft of.
the maximm radius. The llnes of the forebody are exterior
to the basic form and are such that the hei~.ht Is 6 per-
cent greater than the beam. The depth of step and
length of aftarbody, however, are small as conpared with
those in current use, snd the length from step to tail
is too short for present-day airplanes.

Accohdlng to equation (2), a value of k Of c.06 5 .
glk)~ a ~8.x~n!u~npr~cticd Value of cAn (equation (1) 7

of 0.67 for the length-beam ratio of tfieforet)odyused.
The results of the tank tests reported In reference )+
~ndicate that the resistance and spray characteristics ‘ c
at this gross-load coefficient are satisfactory. . In the -
light of more reoent”experlence, howeverj tti depth of-
step and length of.aftsrbody are questionable with respeot
to the buoyancy needed aft end to the hydrodynamic sta-
bility.

Aerodynamic tests in ~he ‘~ACA8-foot high-s eed
Etunnel (refermnce b) Indicate that model fi~-F (~ -FF

without the ch5.neflare) has a minimum .dz’agcoefficient
of 0.098 based on frontal erea with transition fixed at .

5 percent of the length at a Reynolds number of 20.5 x 106.
TTIIS coefficient is only 18 percent greater than that of
the streaml~ne body of revolution frcm which the hull
was derived and demonstrates the validity of the

5
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pr-inc~ple.$~fi;?w~tbhthe form was based. ” The increase in
-. -’drag caused by the chine flare .was.not determined in

thege tests but can be assumed to bS small. .

: NAGA Model 155 ‘... . ‘.. .. . . .

.: The.foqm@.-.Whullll of.the @Xlr-0CM2-pmnd cargo
airplane (NACA model 155), adapted “from that of model .
8~-FF, IS s~~~ In f’igure2 wmd illu-elmates the devi.a- .
tfons from the standard fozm thought necessary or desir-
able for this specific desi~n. ...!The.maxfmum width was
detemined by the cargo requirements and is somewhat
greater than the beam aver the chines. - The mazhum
gross-load coefflctent is 0.65, which Is based on a
load well in excessiof the ncrmal gross:.weight that was
assumed at the tlm.egf’ the preliminary .deslgn..“This
beam loadlng, together with an increase-d forebody
length-beam ratio, gives a value of..k of only 0.0552,
which assures 8 reserve of seaworthiness, compatible with
the general conaqrvstism.of the design and the require-
ments of the Intended service.as”a lbng-range carg”o .
carrier.

.
. . .

The depth of step is ~ percent of the beam in accord
with recent experience with skip~ing”and the length of
afterbody is increased for additior.clbuoyancy aft of the
center of.gravity. The length of tail extension Is such
that the predetermined tsll !.rm.is attained snd the form
aft of’the sternpost is carefully faired in an attempt
to reduce the.drag of the a$terbody. ,

.-
Preliminqry tests of a 1 size mcxlel in NACA tank

L17-
No. 1 ind~cated tha~, when the afterbody”was iqnnersed at
high keter tipbe~s,thq flow did ~ot clear.the tail
extension. A sma~l.chine flare similar to that.of
model 8h-FF, however, proved to be all that was required
to make the lines satisfactq.ry in this ~tespect,

Wind-tunnel ’tests.- Following theprelimlnary tank
tests; he aerodynatic drag of the same”mbdel in comblna=
tion with.a proposed NACA low-drag wing was extensively
investigated in the NACA two-diw.ensional low-turlnilence .
pressure tunnel. The significant results of the wind- -
tunnel tests are shown in figuzm 3, in wh~ch . . ‘

DC-%
CDA = —

qA . - .

.—, . . . .. .
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“where . .

“CDA frontal-area drag coefficient

Dc drag of surveyed portion of wing-hull combination

% drag of surveyed portion of’wing alone ‘

A maximum cross-sectional area of hull

q dynamic pressure

The model was tested in the smooth condition and
with tranaitlon fixed by artlfi.cial roughness at a point
5 percent of the length of the hull from the bow. As in
the aerodynamic tests of reference ~, drag coefficients
with fixed transition are considered more nearly repre-
sentative of actual full-size values than the drag coef-
ficients of the smooth model.

With fixed transittonj the ?ninlmum dr
Y

coefficient
of the hull fs 0.0795 as compared with 0.09 3 for model
84-F at approximately the same Reynolds number. In
comparing these values”,the differences in the test
procedures and conditions should be considered as well
as the differences in form.

For the smooth condition, the minimum drag coeffi-
cient is 87 percent of the fllnlmumdrag coefficient with
transition fixed at 5 percent of the length. This result
indicates that laminar flow pan persist over a consider-
able zortion of the forebody a$t of’the 5-percent point
and that the chines at the bow are favorably disposed with
respect to the flow.

A fairlng aft of the very deep step, having a
length lh times the depth of steF, reduces th~ mln:.mum
drag coefficient 13 percent in the smooth condition. If
the same increment is a~plled”ta the minimum drag coeffi-
cient with fixed transition, shown by the short-dash
curve of figure 3, the corresponding reduction is 11 per-
cent. These percentages are Indicative of the proportion
of the total drag of the hull attributable tc the deep
step.

I

The merit of the form is best judged by comparing its
drag with the drag of a flat plate having the same surface
area. This comparison is made in fl,gure3 by including
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the numerioal value of the coefficient of slclnfriction-. -
fith’fully turbulent bolmdary layer at the test Reynolds
numbsr multiplied by the ratio of the surface area of the
model to its frontal area. The resultlng coefficient is
70 peroent of the minimum drag coefficient of the hull
with fixed transition and is 79 percent of the estimated
mtninmm drag co~fflclent with fixed transition and the
step faired. Ths.form drag of the hull, including the
drag of the chines, may therefore be estimated to be of
the order of only 21 peroent of the total drag.

Tark tests.- Following the “tests of the ~- size model
1

of’the hull, the hydrodynamic characteristics-~f a ~-size
16

dynamic model of the airplane, equip~ed with scale powered
propellers that developed 70 ~ercent of the scale thrust,
were Investigated, Thpse tests showed t.kedesign to
have excellent take-off and landing stability, comparative
freedom from porpoislng at the desired positions of the
center of .grevity, and full clearcnce ~f propell~rs,
flaps, and teil surf’aceefrom objectionable spray durhg
take-offs at the full-lead grass weight. Tkeanly
furt-nermodification found necessary was the usual adjust-
ment of the locatlan of the step to obtain freedom from.
porpois:ng at the forward positions OF the center of
gravity requir~d by the zar<o lo.ld.in:jschedules.

‘The13.m~tsof’stability ~or the final form are shown
l-nfi~~re ),..The power-off trtm track with the cerlter
of grzvit~ at 26 ~ercent of tha wec.n aerod~amic chord
and ncutr~l ele-~~torIs well clear at the lower trim
limit. The porpoisinC ~t high trims and high speeds is
very mild, M svidenced by the small s~read between tb.e
two branches of the uiper trim limit.

The statle range of posittons of the center of
gravity is defined conservatively by assuming the elevators
neutral at the forward limits and 15° up at the after
limits. During operation with positions of the center of
gravity close to these limits or in the event of a power
failure on take-off, serious Forroising may be averted by
moving the elevator up whm near ths forward limits or
down when near the after ltmits. The range shown in
figure 4 Is ample for the various cargo loading9 assumed
In the design.

The stable reng~ of positions of the center of
gravity, power on, at a gross-load coefficient of 0.65 is
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from 4 to 36 peroent of the mean aerodynamic chord, and
the cente”rof the range for normal operation is at
30 ~ercent of the mean aerodynamic chord. With the center
of gravity at 30 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord, .
a line through the center of grevity and the step is
tn~lined st an angle of 15.3° from a perpendicularto the
base llne as comFared w~th an a #e of trim for a full-

3stall landing of approximately .

NACA Model 1~0

The linas of NACA model 160 (fig. 5) illustrate the
use of an elliptical streamlirlebody as the basic form
for a hull and the essentj.aldifferences In proportions
among various applications of the ssme desi,gnprinciples.
TIM design gross-load caeffi.~lfintis c.76 smd the le~th
of forehody to the centrold of the step Is such as to give
a value of the coefficient k of o.c65~.

The hcDrrJcratio~ of the Y-step in the l.1.nesis In
accordance with results of reference 5 showing that the
mean depth of such a step can be less than the equivalent
transverse step f~r similar imding stability. It is
not yet established that the drag due to the V-step is
appreciably less but the inherently smaller frontal area
is an indication of a slight over-all advantage over the
trsnsv9rse step.

THREF FRELTIKINARY DESIGNS F’CR

LARGE TRANSFOFT FLYil’G BOATS

The inmwdiate possibilities and bred technictil
aspects of large airplcnesf9r ov9rseas air r9ut9s are
illustrated by the &rellminary destgns.of th-ee flylng
bnats ha~?in~ Eross weights of’120,00C, ~CO,~OO, and
L90,b@5 ~ounds. These grcss weights are chosen
arbitrarily to grovlde the same povcr loadl:lgwith the
P. & w. F!-22Q0 en~fLne, the F. & T. ?+4360, and an
eventual more Fovmrful version of the 5-.L56o in cmnbina~
tions of four, 81x, and eight, respectively. There are
thus represented a four-engine airplane v’ithin the scope
of Fresen.tpractice, a six-engine airplane that Is the
naxt lsgical development in m’ultiengjna transports, and
an eight-engtne atrplane that will follaw naturally If
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the intermediate size proves satisfactory in all respects.
,. The three airplanes are appropriately.designated by the

names of three ocean birds, Shearwater, Gannet, and
Albatross.

Three-View Dratings

In order to maintain comparable physical dimensions
and performance for the three sizes, ‘the Wingt loadings
and hull loadings ~ made the same, along yi.ththe power
loadings. The arbitrary values chosen for thege lo.adhgs
and the other design assumptions held constant for all
the gross weights are given in table I. The resulting
data and dimensions for the three airplanes are given in
tsble TI, The corresponding three-view drawings are
shown In figures6,7,and 8 and a comparison of the plan
views to the same scale is shown In figure 9. A per-
spective drawing of the Intermediate size, illustrating
the anticipated trend for six-en~ine transports, is
given in figure lC.

The three-view drawings show how the low-drag
hull fits in with the other components of the structure
and also the influence of the design assumptions on the
Proportions. The proportions of wing, hull, and tail
surfaces change with the size because the dimensions of
the wing with constant wing loading vary as the square
root of the ratio of the gross weishts; whereas the hull
dimensions with constant gross-load coefficient vary as
the cube root of the ratio cf the gross weights. Inasmuch
as the tail moment arms vary with the dimensions of the
hull, the tail areas become a larger percentage of the
wing area as the grass wsight is Increased. The sizes
of the hulls and tall surfaces - relative to the wing -
that follow from these dimensional relations are compared
in figure 11.

There are, of course, Innumerable variations of
loadings and dimensions possible for any of the air-
planes”, depending on factors not taken into account in
the present analysis and on the individual preferences
of the designer. It appears that, as the size is
increased, the hull of a flying boat can become rela-
tively smaller and retain am~le proportions for sea-
worthiness. The drag therefore becomes of less and
less consequence In relation to the drag of the wing.
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The length of the tall extension can probably be changed
somewhat to vary the actual tail area requind without
sensibly affecting the drag of the hull.

. . ..

The absolute clearances of the wing end propellers
above the load water line increase with the size of the
airplanes. - The.olearanoe of the bottmn.of the wfng in
proportion to the hull dimensions is slightly less as the
size increases; the clearance of the propeller tips in .
proportion to the propeller dlsmeter becomes greater as
the size and Wmber.of engines are increased.

..

Tqke-Off Performance... . ..,.
~ The-power loading of,the three des~gns, prlrnarlly

detemined liy the engines available end the-long-range
performance ‘required, Is relatively high for take-off;
there~orq,” the,question remains.as to whether the.water
resistance of the low-drag hulls will limit their “func-
tion as a..landhg gear. The approximate take-off
performance and trend with size may be caletilated from
the data- for”model 8!@F-3 (reference ~).

Frocedure.- Teke-off””calculations were made byuslng
the data of reference ~ and the assumed value”s of aero-
d~ami.c lift and “drag coefficient plotted In figure 12.
The thrust was estimated from the data of reference 6 and
gear ,ratios f’or the four-blade propellers were assumed to
give the same thrust per,ho~sepower with the three sizes
of propeller. The hulls were assumed to be free to trtm
up to a spee”dbeyond t~e h@ at which the trim dropped
.to 5°, the trim be~ng held at this value for the remainder
of’the take-off.- .The take-off speed at 50 trim (9° angle..
of.attack of.the wing; is approx-iratel~ 96 miles per hour.

Results.- ~he cum;es.of’ the computed values of air
drag, total resistance, and thrust, alorigwith the
graphical determinati~n of the take-of~ time and dis-
tance, are shown in figupes 13 to 15, The curves lndl-
cate thet, for large low-drag flying boats such as those

- under consideration, the cr~tjcal ~oint in the”ta!re-off
i? at the hump speed mrather than near take-off speed and
that the assumed Fewer ~lants are sufficient to provide
reasonable take-off t~mes and dtstances f~r such large
airplanes. The pertinent hydr~dynamlc data at the hump
speed from the calculations are .. ..

. .
..
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..-” .. .. . ,.
,.:, :.. Shea~at er (Mu&et Alba*ro ss ~.. .. .. —— ..1” “ .-. . ., .. ,.

!l!tirn,.d8gFee9 :.,~.. “:“.-..,.. q.m O* .o””~().7 . l.().~” - “ 10.1
‘Lbad qn watdr~ pounds . ‘.”. “~”. 1G1,900’236,000 360,500
Ratio”load on wqtOr “to

gross wefght ... “.“. .. . ;“. ..”b.8.!+2’“0.786 ~ 0.752.:””
Water resistance.,po”unds . . . 23,000.52 JOQ :“79,000 : “
Ratid load on water to

water resistance. . ; . . ● .“. ‘&.38. “’)L.50.~ .4.64 ~“..;
. .:

The “tatal“realstance”showh is”conservative, beohuse”~”.““
the “tbims at “th9 hump speed and”at ta~e-dff are higher.
than best trim and the resistances are uncorrected for .-
the decrease in the coefficient of skin friction with . “
increase in Reynolds number (reference .7). The estimated .“
times and distances become less as t~ size of the air-
plane is increased, an indication that there is no reason
to expect an unforeseen take-off problem for the larger
flying boats.

W5th constant wing and.~ower losd~”ngs, the favorable
effect of size on the take-off Performance is mainly a
Froude number ef~ect; ~n ‘other words, the larger hulls
operate at relatively lower speeds with respect to their
dimensions. This favorable effect is brought out olearly
in figure 16, -hawhich the forces Involved are reduced
to nondimensional form by divldlng them by the gross
Weight . As the size is lncrcased the hump speed becomes
higher. As a r~sult, the load on the water is lower,
the load-resistance rat:.o is higher, and the acceleration
throug,h the crttlcal region is ~reqter. The larger air-
plenes also talkeoff at lower Froude numbel’s, and their
high-s~eed resistances are relatively lower because they
do not reach the F“raudenumber at whtch the frictional
resistance of the afterbody becomes predominant,

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of the investigations described indicate
the practicability of the present form. of flying-boat
hull up to a gross wei&ht of 520,0”:0pounds and support
the validity of the design principles proposed. hs the
grosq weight is increased, the volume of the hull.becomes
relatively less, so that the benefits of moderate hull
loadings csm be atta+.nedwithout undue penalty in weight
and drae. The increment In drag caused by an adequately
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. ... ,.
desp step is smalldv}”{han-ls the probable Increment caused
by unavoidable. roughness .onthe full-size airplane. close
adherence to tfieform of a streamline body and a favorable
disposition of the chines with respect to the flow result
In drag coefficients largely ,attributable to the skin
friction. Radical deRertures from the form for minimum “.
drag, or forms having excessive surface area, will not
in general be desirable for high-~erformance airplanes
regardless of their hydrodynamic advantages.

Landing gears for landplanes have become relatively
h~avier snd-gro-und pressure-s with conventional arrangements
have become higher as the gross we$ ~t.has increased.

fThe,gears for gross weights above 1 G,000 pounds have not
yet made their appearance but will probably take the form
of multiple w~leels or cater~illar treads to reduce the
concentration of.stresses inmth6 airplanes and runways,
The hull of the flying boat, aside from Its inherent
ability to take off and land at ses, provides an immediate
solution for the landing-gear problem of large long-range
airplanes. .

. .

Langley Memorial Aerorlautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for .l!.eronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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TABLE I.- LOADINGS AND DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS HELD CONSTANT

FOR THE THRE’RPR~IMINARY I)~SIGITS
.. ............. ..- .-

Power plants - radial alr cooled:

Power loading, take-off, lb/hp . . . . . . . ..~. $~
Power loading, cruising,.Ib/hp . . . . . ~ . .
Fuel consumption, lb/hp-hr . . . . . . . . . . . 0145

Propellers - constant speed:

Numberofblades . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .FOU
Tip speed, take-off, fps . . . . . . . . . . . . 1050

“fllng - NACA low-drag section:

Wing loading, full-load
gross weight, lb/sqft . . . . . . . . . . .

Aspectratlo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P .;!
Taperratlo . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . 2.575:1

“ Horizontal tall - ISACAlow-drag section:

Volmue/(Wing area X M.A.C.) . . . . . . . . . 0.500
Aspect ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.9
Taper ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.46:1
Center of nressure, percent root chord . . . . . . 25

V9rtical tail - NACA low-drag section:

Volume/(Wtng area X Snan) . . . . . . , . . . 0.0
Aspectratlo. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .1. ii
Taper ratio ● .ae 2.09:1
Center of pre~s~r~,”p~r;e~t”r~o~ ~h~r~ . . . . . . 25

Hull: -

Gross-load coefficient . . . , . . . . . . . . 097
Coefficient k. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . %

● ~.~~~4
Ratio of length to maximum beam . . . . . . .
Ratio of depth to maximum beam . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Eatio of cargo space to

gross weight, ouft/lb.,.:.. . ...0.0459

Center-of-gravity position:

Mean poqition, percent M.A.C. ● wwmmm

Forward of step, percent maxim~ ~ek” . . . ~ 320. ;
Above keel, percent maximum beam . . . . . . . 83.33
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TABLE II.- DATA AND DIMENSIONS FOR THE

. .
THREE PRELIMINARY DESIGNS

ShearWater

Full-load gross weight, lb . . . 120,000

Power plant:

Number of’engines . . . . . . . Four
Horsepower, per engine . . . . 1800
Horsepower, take-off . . . . . 7200
Horsepower, cruising, at

altitude of 10;000 f’t . . . 4320

Propellers:

Diameter, ft ● 15.2
t.ctivity facto; ~e~ ;l;d; ; ; . . 67

Wing :

Area, Sqft. . . . . . . . . . 2857
Span, ft 160
M.A.C., ft” : : : : : : : : : : “19.1

Hull :

Length, ft 130.s
Maximum beam; ~t” I 1 I I 1 I I 15.1
~am over chines, ft . . . . . 1 .9
Depth, ft. . . . . . . . . . . i1 .9
Space for cargo, cu ft . . . , 5500

Center of’gravity:

Distance forward of step, ft ● 3.1
Height above keel, ft . . . . , 12.2

Tail surfaces:

Vertical area, sq ft . . . . . . 200
Horizontal area, sq ft . . . . . 360
Tall moment arm, ft . . . . , . . 76

Game t

300,000

six
3000

18,000

lo,aoo

13.0
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7143
253

30.2

177.2
20.
18. i
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13,700
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1100

98

J
.
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Albatross

480,000

PEi t

3 00
29,300
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22,000
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2000
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F@ure 3.- Frontal-areadrag coeffl.clentsof NACA model 155 flying-
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NACA ARR No. L4112 Fig. 6
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Figure 6.- Three-view’ drawing of Shearwater. Gross weight,
120,000 pounds.
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Figure 7.- Three-view drawing of Gannet. Gross weight,
300,000 pounds.
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Figure 8.- Three-view drawing of Albatross. Gross weight,
48c, 000 pounds.
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Figure 10.- Perspective drawing of Gannet. Gross weight, 300,000 pounds.
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NACA ARR No. L4112 Fig. 11
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Figure 11. - Effect of gross weight on size of hull relative
to wing with constant wing loading and hull load coefficient.
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Figuro 13.- Take-off performance of Shewwater. Gross Weight, 123,030 pounds; take-off time, @ seconds; take-off distance,’ 68Zl febt.
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Figuro 14.- ?ake-off perfomsnce of Gannet. Gross weight, W,000 pounds; tske-off time, 72 seconds; teke-off distanco
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